


however I have seen how aggressive or careless some drivers are currently in the area. I've even had
to purchase a highly reflective vest to wear when I go for walks between dusk and dawn to try and
make myself more visible. I always cross Glen Shields Ave at the stop signs or provided stop light-
controlled intersections, but have had drivers either 1) not stop at all for me, 2) come to a half stop
and start driving away while I was already in the intersection, or 3) purposely drive around me. This
is all while I'm crossing the intersection correctly, having the right of way, and trying to make eye
contact with the driver of the vehicle. I have tried to get a license plate number, but often I am too
busy trying to make sure I don't get hit or the vehicle drives too quickly for me to get the information
to report it. I'm fortunate at this time I do not have any children or I would most likely not be
crossing the street on Glen Shields Ave or waiting until there are no cars (which could sometimes
take a long time).
 
I appreciate the city looking for opportunities to provide housing, as I personally know it is very
difficult to find housing in the Vaughan area, however I feel this will have a more negative impact
to the Glen Shields area than it will provide a benefit. I am an adult, still living with my parents, while
working a full time job in the Vaughan area, and I currently cannot afford to purchase or even find
my own housing in the Vaughan area.
 
I am hoping to attend the meeting on Monday to discuss this further. Thank you in advance. Please
let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
 
Thanks from a Glen Shields/Bob O'Link resident
--
- Daniel Hempstead


